Abstract. Specific features of crack propagation in random brittle materials are studied by means of lattice modelling. Emphasis of the investigation is on the analysis of the effect of spatial stochasticity in material properties' distribution on fracture characteristics. Local processes -evolution of ensembles of microdefects and its interaction with a crack-are introduced in terms of damage parameter and relevant evolution law. The influence of these processes on crack propagation is described as a crack-damage interaction: the criterion of local failure, causing the consequent crack growth, is introduced in the form of a critical damage value. Crack front morphology and time parameters of failure development are studied using the concepts of fractals and multifractals for three different cases of material's stochasticity (spatial randomness in properties' distribution). Characteristic features of energy release under crack growth are pointed out.
INTRODUCTION
A growth of a crack in real (quasi)brittle solids depends not only on their macroscopic non-uniformity (type of anisotropy, texture, etc.), but also on the development of the local -micro-and mesoscopical processes near its tip. The latter, in their turn, are sufficiently influenced by the crack-induced stress concentration. Such a self-action determines an important feature of the fracture -its self-similarity (scaling). This fact -alongside with the great interest to (and a large progress in) examination of the processes in random media in last two decades -stipulated the utilization of methods of statistical physics in fracture analysis (see reviews in [l] and respective references there). Still, the main part of such approaches, though providing very interesting results, is based on rather simplified media representations -for instance, pure elastic stringsibeams -and failure conditions. Their another -and may be more important -disadvantage is the absence of mechanisms, describing stress concentration near a crack tip, though this was thoroughly studied by fracture mechanics and became a classical point in failure analysis On the other hand, these statistical models supply effective tools for analysis of both local effects and random processes, that is very important for a study of crack propagation in real brittle materials. Parallel with these approaches the models of crack-microdefects interactions were intensively elaborated both in fracture mechanics and continuum damage mechanics (CDM) (see very informative review by Kachanov [4] and references there). But traditionally, such models deal with either a few defects with given positionsfgeometry, or with regular arrays of imperfections. One more way is the description of random media in terms of effective characteristics, exploiting such techniques as homogenization, etc.
[5]. Thus, in all mentioned groups of approaches the randomness is reduced either to quasi-isotropy (with Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jp4:1996628 effective properties) or to a deterministic situation (may be only with more complicated distribution of defectslproperties). Still, the simplest experiments on fracture of brittle specimens demonstrate, that the exact pictures of such a failure possess neither smoothness nor regularity. So, the analysis of random fracture "as it is" is of a sufficient interest. In this paper the stochastic crack propagation, is analysed using ideas of statistic physics, on one hand, and of CDM and fracture mechanics, on the other.
MODEL
Effect of local processes is especially vivid in failure analysis. The fractographic study of fractures demonstrate sufficient difference of fracture surfaces not only for materials with different type of deformational behaviour, but also for the groups of materials with resembling properties or even for the specimens of the same material. consider a simple tension test -up to total rupture -performed for three macroscopically identical specimens of the same material under equal external conditions. Results of this (macroscopic) treatment would probably demonstrate a closeness of elasticity module and more vivid scatter in the rupture parameter(s) (strain andlor stress to failure) -the middle row in Fig. 1 . Still, the structural study (a lower row) can show the micro(meso)scopical difference of these specimens: the extent of structural randomness diminishes from the sample I to the sample 111, the former having rather stochastic structure, while the latter -nearly isotropic. The stochasticity of material's properties on micro(meso)scale can be linked, for instance, with a non-uniform distribution of second phase, polydispersion of grain sizes, technological defects in composites, etc. A description of such types of structure in terms of micromechanics not necessarily leads to desirable estimation of fracture characteristics: transitions over a set of scale levels is a complicated problem. On the other hand, transition to averaged (effective) macroproperties, correctly estimating general behaviour of material, can result in an inadequate prediction of the crack morphology and of peculiarities in crack evolution. But there is also another wayto introduce stochasticity direct into a model.
Account for stochasticity
Let consider that each specimen of Figure 1 can be characterized by an exact type of spatial distribution of its properties. Relevant distributions can be obtained by treatment of a set of specimens or of sections of the same specimen. In this paper a scatter in stiffness would be considered as a main factor, influencing -directly and indirectly -the non-uniform crack growth. Then the character of distribution function of stiffness -its half-width, for instance -can serve as a measure of stochasticity of material's properties. Discretization of a rectangular cross-section of a specimen under uniform tension ( Fig. 1) into elements with dimensions, which satisfy the requirements of a representative volume; and distribution of stiffness randomly over them introduce an initial spatial randomness of the specimen. Three model cases of stochasticity with respective analytical presentation for relevant distribution functions are introduced in [6-81. Let note, that the total stiffness of the cross-section -equal to a sum of stifmesses of building it elements -for all three cases is the same, thus these specimens are "macroscopically identical".
An increase in the coefficient of distribution's half-width K, , means respective decrease of the randomness of material ( K,, = 0.5 being a case of total isotropy). So, let characterize each specimen of 
Crack-damage interaction
The scheme of accounting for interaction of processes of crack propagation and evolution of ensembles of micro(meso)scopical defects was described in details elsewhere , so its main aspects are only mentioned here: 1) Damage varameter and accumulation law. The problem's geometry (Fig. 1 ) make the use of scalar damage parameter p ' . ' possible. Though various approximations for kinetic equation can be applied, in this paper the quasi-linear form of it-with a self-action -is utilized:
Here the rate of growth of damage -calculated for each element -is proportional not only to the stress, but also to an achieved local defectness level itself. 2) Local failure criterion. The overcoming of a critical value by a damage level for a given element results in its failure. This causes the decrease of element's stiffness (bearing capacity): G'" + EGiJ, E <<l (in cdcuIations below E = 0). 3) Concepts of stress-concentration coefficients and of local stress-intensity factors (SIQ Both the stress concentration near a tip of propagating crack and stress redistribution processes, linked with the local failure of elements, are accounted for in terms of stress-concentration coefficients:
The non-uniformity of material properties' spatial distribution (and resuited randomness in both stress levels and, consequently (see Eq. (2)), local dynamic of damage accumulation) causes the difference in crack length along its front -in contrast to traditional. crack models in fracture mechanics, where cracks fronts are smooth. So, local SlFs are introduced by integrating of a respective relation for a mode-I crack [2, 3] o, = over elements in rows (initial V-notch occupies n, columns of elements; in our case an axis z coincides with a tension direction, y is parallel to rows). Then
NI
Here gi = CG'" is initial stiffness of the i-th row, while G' being its current value; K,'can be /=%+l approximated by known relations for a case under study from handbooks on S E [Ill; I, is an elements' length in y direction; n' is a number of elements, occupied by crack, in the i-th row. Thus, crack propagation and stress redistribution lead to increasing of stress values in elements, accelerating, in its turn, damage growth there and consequent failure of these elements in front of a crack. In a case of a totally isotropic material this trend would result in a shift of crack front as a straight line parallel to its initial position (as is foreseen by the classical fiacture mechanics) [2, 3] . But the nonuniform realization of local processes near a crack tip and their complicated interaction result in its nontrivial morphology (well-known not only from respective experiments, but also from the everyday experience). This presupposes both the modification of traditional characteristics of'fracture and introduction of new ones. Thus, this description allows also to analyse temporal properties of crack propagation (here the slow crack growth -not a dynamic fracture -is modelled). Introducing a mean crack length as = ( n i ) (another characteristics of crack front position and their change with time were studied in [8, 12] ), the evolution of a mean crack rate for three types of materials stochasticity -specimens from Fig. 1 -can be obtained ( Figure   2 ). Here and below all results are calculated on the net of 10000 elements. An increase in material's uniformity is reflected by the higher level of fluctuations in a mean crack rate. This coincides with our previous results, that demonstrated the appearance of a jump-like character of crack propagation for a case of lower material randomness [8] . A disorder smoothes out these fluctuations; local jump-like acts of crack growth are desynchronized in this case.
RESULTS

Characteristics of cracks
Scaling characteristics of crack propagation process
An irregularity of crack fronts in stochastic brittle media presupposes an utilization of adequate tools for their characterization . It was shown [6,8-10,121 , that morphology of fronts is of self-similar (more precisely -self-affine) character and as thus has the fractal character. The fractal dimension Df is linked with the stochasticity type of material: for a 2d-problem under study it changes from 2 to 1 under increase in material homogeneity with a natural limiting case Df -+ 1 for a total isotropy. The latter is obvious: in such a case crack propagates with a front being a straight line, which has a trivial fractal dimension equal unity. Thus, there exists a direct linkage between the extent of material's stochasticity and scaling characteristic of crack geometry: various statistical realization for the same type of stiffness distribution function have very close values of fractal dimension.
Another kind of spatial scaling demonstrates the character of load (stress) distribution near such cracks. Such distributions are characterized by an infinite number of scaling parameters for their moments and are thus multifractal. The shape of multifractal spectrum f (a) is determined in such a case by randomness in properties of media [13]: the width of these spectra declines with the growth of material's uniformity.
Stochastic crack propagation possesses also a temporal scaling. An estimation of the time-tofracture of specimens -the moment of the exit of crack front on the side, opposite to an initial notch -has shown [14], that though the scatter of this parameter for a changing stochasticity extent reaches tens per cent, the scaling exponent in relation 'time-to-fracture vs. stress' in a wide range of a, is the same and very close to minus unity. Thus, in double logarithmic coordinates respective graphs are straight lines parallel each other.
Dynamics and scaling of energy release
The next step in study of stochastic crack propagation is the analysis of elastic energy release under such fracture process. The data on the stress level for each element in a cross-section for any time step with the local failure criterion allows to get a quantitative estimation for amount of energy, being released in a respective moment of time. Results of numerical simulation for three specimens under study are presented in Figure 3 . The quasi-isotropic material (specimen 111, Fig. 1 ) has a greater level of scaling exponent, while two other specimens have very close values: a better regulated (synchronized) character of local failure of elements results in accelerated energy release.
For a more precise treatment of data on energy release under stochastic crack propagation a multifractal analysis is performed with a use of so-called canonical method (see, for instance, [15-181 and references there). According to it, the f -a relation -a singularity spectrum of qmoments of distribution -is obtained as parametrically depknding on g: Obtained functions f -a possess all the properties of multifractal spectra: they are cup convexes, laying under bisector and having with it only one point of connection. But here -in contrast to spatial multifractal distributions -an increase in material uniformity is related to growth of the spectrum's width as a sequence of syncronization of elementary acts of energy release for separate elements. Thus, disorder causes more isotropic temporal processes.
In-plane roughness of crack front
Additional information about crack morphology -its extent of indentness -can be obtained by analysis of in-plane roughness of its front. Respective procedure was proposed in [l91 based on the general scheme for characterization of self-affine profiles [20] . Modifying it for a case under study, the following equation for obtaining of a roughness exponent can be introduced:
Here n is a co-ordinate along the crack front and r is a window size. Thus, a parameter z-(r) is a projection to the y-axis of a distance between the furthest -with respect to the initial V-notch -locally failed element, belonging to a propagating crack, and the nearest one within the given window along the front. It was shown, that thls value scales with the change of the window's size as z , o: r \ 6 being a The treatment of data, characterizing the crack front morphology for three cases of stochasticity under study at various moments of time, has shown that the spatial randomness in material properties distribution effects also the roughness exponent:
The obtained values differ not sufficiently from some theoretical estimations, giving 4 = 112, but still the idea of universality of this parameter [22] should be additionally investigated.
CONCLUSION
Incorporation of local mechanisms into the model of crack propagation in brittle solids provides additional methods both for description and analysis of this complicated, highly non-uniform phenomenon. The approved self-similarity of such type of failure process can serve as a basement for elaboration of respective procedures and for introduction of additional parameters. Kinetics of damage evolution, randomly developing in a cross-section of the specimen with an initial notch, is responsibletogether with the crack-damage interaction -for the temporal features of crack propagation. Analysis of the effect of stochasticity in material properties' distribution on failure characteristics has shown that spatial scaling is directly related to a respective type of medium's randomness: more uniform materials have more ordered response (in terms of fractal dimension of crack front and stress distribution near cracks). In contrast, temporal scaling characteristics reflect another trend: a disorder smoothens -to a certain degree -processes of both crack growth and of energy release. Thus, more uniform media demonstrate higher levels of crack rate fluctuations and have wider spectra of singularities linked with more synchronized realization of local acts of elements' failure. And all three types of structures (specimens from Fig. 1 ) have the same scaling of the time-to-fracture -stress dependence, which has a multiple approval in experimental treatment of twin specimens. An in-plane roughness of crack fronts exhibit non-monotonous change with increase in material's spatial randomness.
